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T

he Edmonton Stamp Club dates back to 1912. The Club is Life
Chapter #6 of the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada and Chapter #680
of the American Philatelic Society.
The editor welcomes communications of all kinds–letters, comments
and articles. Deadline, 7th day of each month.
These may be forwarded to Edmonton Stamp Club, Fred Tauber, Box
399, Edmonton, Alberta T5J 2J6, or email to fxtauber@shaw.ca
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Messages
Hello Fellow Collectors,
I hope this bulletin finds you on the porch or balcony enjoying the
fall colors with a great cup of your favorite drink. I also hope you
had time to attend the Fall Bourse, a few weeks ago. It is always a
cool way to start the stamp year off. Many thanks to all those club
members who manned our club table and promoted our club and
great hobby. Many thanks to dealer and fellow club member,
Dwayne Miner, for organizing this show. We even had a coin
dealer come with coins and stamp collector supplies as well. This
is an annual show we hope it continues and hopefully you will
come on down when you can. Our Spring show is taking shape so
if you missed it we got another show next year, the main show
actually.
I am a CBC FM 93.9 radio listener and on the afternoon show the
hosts were talking about what Cher should do for her retirement.
They had a contest for the most unusual thing she should do, like
judging dog shows, and many others not much more sensible for a
retiring pop music super star. Well the winner was Stamp
Collecting, as being the most unusual. And many of us collect
unusual stamps so…. We must reeeeally be unusual!! Well I hope
she gets wind of this and gets curious enough to go to a stamp
show. Now there is a draw for attending a Stamp Show : Cher
might be there!! So get your favourite stamp album out to the
stamp show for autographing, you never know how much more
valuable that collection just could be!!
OK, lets all enjoy each other’s company and hobby stories in the
meantime, at our meetings and the next show!

Ed Dykstra VP ESC
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by: Richard Barnes

My main collecting interest is The Levant ( Ottoman and the colonies
and countries that evolved out of disintegration of the Ottoman
Empire). Wrangel stamps fall into this category. There was an auction
lot of Russia including Wrangel stamps which I picked up. Also in this lot
were pages of Ukraine stamps This included a page of German Hitler
Heads stamps (Scott A115) with the black overprint UKRAINE
(fig 1).
These stamps are WW II German
occupation of the Ukraine stamps.
The usual practice of Scott is to
place occupation issues in the
Back of the Book of the issuing
country. If normal practice was
followed, this set would be
located in the back section
Germany. This is not the case in
the 2010 Scott catalogue. These
stamps are listed in the Back of
the Book of Russia, Scott #N29‐48.
Perhaps Scott is looking ahead to
present Russian political
aspirations. This Ukraine set is followed by another set of German Hitler
heads bearing the black overprint OSTLAND for the use in the remainder
of occupied Soviet Russia. What an effective way to reinforce the
occupation of the East by putting Hitler’s head on their mail! It also
facilitated Hitler’s ability to accrue more wealth as he was paid a fee for
every stamp bearing his likeness.
Also in this lot was the handsome lithographed 14 stamp set printed in
Vienna in 1920, but never delivered to the short lived Ukrainian
Government ( Fig 2 and 3). The printers did their best to recoup the cost
of the printing, but ended up selling these stamps to stamp dealers at
almost waste‐paper prices. It is not surprising that these stamps were
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very common in the 1930s packet material.

Scott provides better information on this set than does either Michel or
Stanly Gibbons world catalogues. Scott states private dealers over printed
this set. The first time the hand stamp VILNA UKRAINA/1921 was placed on
all 14 stamps of this set. There is a second overprinting of this set with the
word DOPLATA. I have not found the significance of this overprint. Can any
member provide an explanation?
In 1923 the Ukrainian Government‐in‐Exile located in Poland was hoping
for a Polish invasion of Ukraine. They had available the 10h, 20h and 40h
stamps of the Vienna Ukrainian set. These stamps were used to create an
11 denomination set for use by the Ukrainian Government/armed forces
when they liberated Ukraine. This set was manufactured by overprinting a
Cyrillic “UPP” plus a new value with an obliteration on the old
denomination on both sides of the bottom of the stamp. The 10h was
overprinted with 1,000r (rubles), 1,500r, and 2,000r; the 20h with 2,500r,
4,000r, and 5,000r; and the 40h with 8,000r, 10,000r, 15,000r, 20,000r and
25,000r.
A nice example from this set is found in Scott on the second page of the
country Ukraine. This set has been referred to as the Field Post issue.
History tells us the 1923 Polish invasion of Ukraine never took place. Many
of these stamps also found their way into the packet trade.
RB
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Eastern Silesia 1918-1920
Part 5

Interesting story is the issue of Czechoslovak and Polish
stamps with overprint SO 1920. When the plebiscite was
announced in Sept. 1919, both parties decided to issue special
stamps for the plebiscite areas, which were under their
command. On Jan. 2, 1920 Polish body “Rada Narodowa” of
Tešín approved proposal for issue of the definitive stamps. This
proposal was confirmed by Ministerial Council of Warsaw, but
only on Feb. 3, 1920, which caused a considerable delay in their
issue, so the Allied commission decided to stop the issue of the
definitive stamps and ordered to overprint existing Polish stamps
with the same overprint as the Czechoslovak ones were . The
Polish stamps should show various patriotic Tešín themes like
the Tešín´s main square - see example of the unissued stamp on
fig. 13 .

The Czechoslovak SO 1920 stamps were issued from Feb.
through August 1920. First of them were issued on Feb. 13, 1920,
the last ones (T.G. Masaryk issue of 1920) were overprinted so
late, that they could not reach the plebiscite area by August 10,
1920 and they exist only in mint condition. Examples of
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Czechoslovak and Polish SO 1920 stamps you can find in fig. 10 + 11.
(shown in the Last Issue).
Entire no. 14 is a money order for an amount of 3 Crowns, sent from
Horni Vlckovice (Ober Wölkersdorf, probably part of German state „The
German “Bohemia Province" at that time) on Nov. 27, 1918 to Opava
(Troppau). Opava was at the time capital of the German „Province
Sudetenland" situated in Silesia .

Entire no. 15 is a parcel dispatch note for a parcel sent from
Bystrovany (at that time and now Czechoslovakia) through post office
Tešín 1 (at that time and now Poland) to Mosty u Tešína (at that time
Poland, now Czechoslovakia) on December 13, 1918. The postage was
paid by Austrian definitive stamps (used as preliminary stamps of
Czechoslovakia) and on other side you can find the Austrian postage
due stamp (as Polish preliminary stamp).
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Another example is entire no. 16 - money order for 80 Crowns
sent from Bohumín (Oderberg / Bogumin) to the village Andelská
hora ve Slezsku (Engelsberg, österr. Schles.) on Dec. 16, 1918.
Today the money order would be domestic mail, but at that time
Bohumin belonged to Poland and Andelská hora was located in
Czechoslovakia .

Continued page 16……
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Advertisement Rates
Per issue: Full page ‐ $30.00
Half page – $17.50
One quarter page – $10.00
10 issue discount – 20%
5 issue discount – 10%
* Desired graphics must be supplied
Contact Fred Tauber at
fxtauber@shaw.ca
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PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANTS

COLIN PRESIZNIUK ASSOCIATES
PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANTS
www.accountantscga.com
Over 25 Years Experience in Auditing, Tax & Business Counselling
For Personal and Corporate Tax, Not for Profit Charities & Small
Business

Northside (Head Office)
Colin Presizniuk MBA, CGA, FCCI, TEP
Brian Anderson, B.COM, CA
Rami Alherbawi, BSc, CGA
Luu Ho, BSc, BCom, CGA, CFE
#107, White Oaks Square, 12222 - 137 Avenue, Edmonton, AB T5L 4X5

780 448-7317

An Association of Independent Professional Accountants
UNTO THE LORD
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Meeting Dates
The Edmonton Stamp Club meets Mondays at 6:30 p.m. in the cafeteria of St.
Joseph High School, 10830 - 109 Street. Park to the north of the school and use
the main entrance at the south-east corner of the school. For information about
the club call 780-451-0420 or 437-1787.

2014

October 20th
November 3rd , 17th
December 1st, 15th

2015 January 12th & 26th
February 9th & 23rd
March 9th & 23rd

March 28th & 29th Spring Show

April 13th & 27th
May 11th & 25th
June 8th & 22nd

Edmonton BNAPS (British North America Philatelic Society) meets from time
to time. All BNAPSers welcome. For information contact David Piercey at
780-437-2771 or Steven Friedenthal at 780-458-1233.

E.S.C. Distinguished Service Award
Our Club’s highest award, the Edmonton Stamp Club service award.
Members are eligible on the basis of service for the benefit of philately
and for service to the club.
2014 Bill VanderStelt
2013 Ed Muxlow
2012 Carol Warren
2011 Richard Barnes
2010 Bob Hyodo
2009 Joe Liusz
2008 Ed Dykstra
2007 George (Bud) Cutler
2006 Patricia Bates
2005 John Attrell
2004 Ernie Carlson
2003 Roy Hauer
2002 David Piercey
2001 Jim Miller
2000 Margaret Powell
1999 Christopher Miller
1998 Maurice Hampson

1997 Alan Meech
1996 Edmund Harris
1995 John Powell
1994 Deirdre McKay
1993 Edgar Mackay
1992 Roman Zrobok
1991 Doris McKay
1990 Jan Roebroek
1989 Michael Burrington
1988 Stewart Kenyon
1987 Siegfried Osterwoldt
1986 Kim Frandsen
1985 Doris Church
1984 Ian Paterson
1983 Keith Spencer
1982 Bert Huffman
1981 Clark Bolton
1980 George Parkinson
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History, Stamp Collecting, and the U.S.
Embargo against Cuba
By Thomas G. Paterson

Part 2

Although many Caribbean nations have printed mounds of stamps
sporting U.S. popular-culture images, high-profile individuals, and
“topicals,” such as trains and butterflies, to attract U.S. stamp buyers
and hence raise revenue, the Cuban case suggests intensely cultural
and political motives.
Through their postage stamps, Cuban officials are both
acknowledging a shared cultural heritage and sticking it to North
Americans and their economic embargo, a cruel imperial device, they
argue, designed to subjugate a small neighbor and starve its eleven
million people. Remember, they seem to be saying in their stamps,
Washington and Franklin rebelled against empire. Lincoln and King
helped free enslaved peoples. [Fig 5]

Hemingway, who often resided at his estate overlooking Havana
beginning in the 1930s and used the island as the setting for novels
such as The Old Man and the Sea (1952), wrote on a theme fidelistas
admired: the underdog in struggle. [Fig 6]
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And Monroe? Well, she is Marilyn. Who in Cuba could “rival the glitter of
Marilyn Monroe’s lips,” the Cuban writer Pablo Medina wondered in his
autobiography, Exiled Memories (1990). Hollywood films have always
been popular in Cuba. A 2001 set of stamps, including Rita Hayworth and
Rock Hudson, and again, Marilyn Monroe, even portrays “Film Stars Who
Never Won Oscars.” [Fig 7]
As Louis A. Pérez, Jr. amply
demonstrates in his impressive
book, On Becoming Cuban:
Identity, Nationality, and Culture
(1999), U.S. and Cuban cultures
have long intersected and the U.S.
cultural imprint on the island
persists, in this case through
pictures on stamps.
But for many years it was difficult
to collect Cuban stamps because the
U.S. embargo against the island
prohibited their importation. On
July 8, 1963, the Kennedy
Administration issued Cuban Assets
Control Regulations (CACR, Title
31 of the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, Part 515), under the Trading
with the Enemy Act. Those regulations read: “Goods and services of Cuban
origin may not be imported into the United States either directly or through
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third countries, such as Canada or Mexico. The only exceptions are
publications, artwork, or other informational materials.” The U.S.
Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
has administered and enforced the regulations. (See
http://www.ustreas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac for OFAC,
CACR, and “What You Need to Know About the U.S. Embargo.”)
U.S. officials considered Cuban stamps dangerous, not so much
because the stamps displayed anti-yanqui messages, or because
their revolutionary banners challenged world order, or because
they showcased Fidel Castro (actually there are few stamps
picturing el jefe), but rather because the Cuban government might
earn dollars from their sale and thus sustain itself in the face of the
U.S. campaign to dethrone it.
OFAC had long ruled that Cuban stamps did not qualify for
exemption. Cuban stamps were merchandise and thus could not be
imported. But, in a letter to a private U.S. stamp company in 2001,
OFAC redefined used or cancelled stamps from Cuba as
“informational materials” and declared that they could be imported
and sold. More, OFAC stated that it would issue specific licenses
for the importation into the United States of new or uncancelled
Cuban stamps, so long as they were for personal use and would not
be resold. Not until the Scott Stamp Monthly announced the change
did many collectors hear of this breach in the embargo.
Soon dealers began to advertise special offers of used Cuban
stamps in the Scott magazine. One company hailed “Once
Forbidden” stamps that provided “a unique glimpse into the Cuban
propaganda machine ”asserting that the illustrations on the stamps
proved that “the Cuba of Fidel Castro has been influenced by
American culture in spite of itself.” Another company touted
stamps of “alluring Latino dancers” and revolutionaries. One ad
exuberantly claimed that “each stamp is a direct connection to
Fidel Castro’s Cuba, one of the last Communist nations.”
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Now, collectors of stamps from Cuba did not have to fear
prosecution for violating the embargo by obtaining their stamps
from friends in Canada or from colleagues who traveled to Cuba
and then risked fines and confiscation when they returned through
U.S. customs inspection stations with a mere packet of Cuba
stamps.
For historians of foreign relations, the enduring U.S. embargo
against Cuba has much in common with the obstructive U.S.
government regulations on the declassification of documents and
the recent reprehensible reclassification program. The latter two
prevent scholars from writing thorough history. The first, which
includes restrictions on travel to and research in Cuba, prevents
Americans from learning about another people and place. All three
deny us the freedom to explore and understand. In the case of Cuba
today, the nation’s stamps provide us with one of the few ways to
narrow our ignorance of its life and past.
T.G. Paterson

1c Magenta Stamp – British Guiana
A contender for the World’s Rarest Stamp award is the 1c magenta
stamp from British Guiana. The stamps were originally printed in British
Guiana in 1856 as a stopgap when the colony’s supply from Britain ran
out.
Provisional 1c and 4c stamps were printed, but their quality was deemed
so poor, the postmaster ETE Dalton insisted that every stamp had to be
initialled by a post office clerk to guard against forgery. This particular
stamp bears the initials ‘EDW’, for the clerk E D Wight. With only one
known to be in existence - and that in a bank vault in the US, experts
estimate that if it were sold today it could reach prices of over $20m.

In fact, it is up for auction in June 2014 by Sotheby's and it's
current estimate is a wide range - $10 to $20 Million dollars.
(Price realized was a fantastic $9,480,000 USD June 17th 2014.)
continued on page 17……
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The money order in fig. 17a was sent from Bohumín to Prague
on June 19, 1919. You can see the bilingual German - Polish
cancel (coming from Austrian Monarchy ), however at that time
Bohumín was part of Czechoslovakia - see list no. I .
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Entire no. 17b - a registered letter sent from post office Tešín 2
(at that time in Poland, now Czechoslovakia) in March 1920 to
Karlovy Vary (Karlsbad, at that time and now in Czechoslovakia)

To be continued………

1c Magenta Stamp – British Guiana

continued

To add even more colour to the king
of all stamp stories, the 1 cent
magenta was owned by industrialist
John du Pont who died in prison in
2010, having been convicted of
murdering a wrestler in 1997. The
stamp remains in a vault in
Philadelphia as part of du Pont’s
estate. A number of fakes and forgeries have surfaced over the
years but so far the 1 cent magenta currently up for auction, found
by a Scottish boy and stamp collector living in British Guiana in
1873, is the only known example of this renowned stamp.
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Northwest Federation of Stamp Clubs

AUSTRIALOMBARDY
Scott 5,7,9,14,15,17,22,23,24
Sold on eBay for $53.68

WEST EDMONTON COIN AND STAMP
West Edmonton Mall
We have a great selection of supplies, catalogues,
supplements and reference material. We also have a large
selection of world wide postcards, covers and first day
covers, and an extensive selection of mint and used
stamps from A to Z. There are always new finds in our 5¢ boxes.
We buy and sell stamps, coins, gold, silver and other
collectibles. See our friendly and knowledgeable staff to
meet your collecting needs. We also do mail orders.
10% discount on regular priced supplies to E.S.C.
members.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Continuing special – 50% off all covers

We are Direct Distributors for the Royal Canadian Mint
Fax. 780-486-5243 Tel. 780-444-1156
west-edmonton-coin-stamp
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Up Coming Events
Courtesy Canadian Stamp News

Oct 17, Calgary, AB
CALTAPEX 2014, Oct 17 to 18. The Kerby Centre, 1133-7 Ave. SW
The annual regional show of the Calgary Philatelic Society, Stamp dealers,
Exhibits, Live Auction, Banquet (Sat. evening), Junior’s Table, Circuit and
Private Treaty Books, Refreshments available, FREE ADMISSION,
Hours: Friday 1 p.m. to 6 p.m., Saturday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Sunday 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Contact: Phone: 403-238-7845, Email: herdzikw@telus.net
Website: calgaryphilatelicsociety.com

Oct 25 to 26, Saskatoon, SK
The Saskatoon Coin & Stamp Show. Ramada Hotel, 806 Idylwyld
Dr. N. , Saskatoon, SK. Hours: Sat. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Sun. 11a.m.
to 4 p.m. Admission $4 adults, children 12 and under free. Sponsor/Affiliate:
Saskatoon Coin & Stamp Clubs. For more information contact Saskatoon Coin
Club, PO Box 1674, Saskatoon, SK S7K 3R8.

March 28 to 29, 2015, Edmonton AB
Edmonton Spring National Stamp Show. Central Lions Centre, 111 Ave & 113 Str
Hours: Sat. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Sun. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Dealer and exhibits set up
is Fri. 6 to 10 p.m. Dealer’s bourse exhibits, (grand award winner can compete
in the APS World Series of Philately or Champion of Champions), door prizes,
junior table, circuit books, free admission, more awards, wine and cheese,
reception Sat. evening, BNAPS breakfast Sunday morning. Sponsor/Affiliate:
Edmonton Stamp Club. For more information contact Ed Dykstra.
780-421-930 eMail: eddykstra@shaw.ca website: edmontonstampclub.com

May 8 to 10, 2015, Portland Oregon
On behalf of Northwest Federation of Stamp Clubs and Oregon Stamp Society
Portland Philatelic Exhibitions presents PIPEX 2015 May 8, 9, 10, 2015
Red Lion Hotel on the River, Jantzen Beach, Portland, OR. Pipexshow.org

May 26 to 24, 2015, London Ontario
ROYAL 2015 ROYALE The Annual Convention and Exhibition of the Royal
Philatelic Society of Canada. London Convention Center, 300 York street,
London Ontario. Remembering “In Flanders Fields” 1915/2015. Hosted by
Middlesex Stamp Club. Royal2015.com
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